Electrostatic Spray Guidance
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Prepare the area using
the standard manual
cleaning protocol

2
Review the product SDS to
understand proper safety
precautions and PPE
recommendations. If the
instructions for use do not
include this spray application,
consult with your employer for
the appropriate PPE needed.

3

Don the proper PPE, as listed
on the product label, SDS, or
in accordance with your
employer’s worker safety
program.
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Prepare the solution in
the electrostatic sprayer
unit per the directions for
disinfection.

5

Follow the directions on
the sprayer to prime the
unit and have it ready for
applying the technology.

Questions: 1-800-558-2332
Always wear appropriate personal protective equipment.
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Close the door to the
room – Post a Do Not
Enter sign by the door.

Review the manufacturer instructions in the
sprayer device manual and follow accordingly.
Position in a rear corner of the area
to be sprayed. Direct the sprayer to the
desired surface area and begin to spray.
Review the disinfectant label, and ensure you
understand the contact time necessary for the
surface to remain wet for efficacy.

When applying the solution with this
technology, make sure you move at an even
pace to ensure the surfaces are thoroughly
covered. Apply solution using a slow sweeping
motion across the surfaces and allow the
spray to overlap when moving to the next
section. Follow a continuous path through the
room at a smooth pace, moving backward
toward the door, spraying away from your
body and not walking into the spray.
After use, follow the directions on the
sprayer to ensure it is off and follow the
directions to purge the system and perform
any maintenance prior to storage.

Remove the Do Not Enter sign and stow
the unit or prepare it for the next application.

